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Abstract—Hadoop and Spark are widely used distributed processing frameworks for large-scale data processing in an efficient and
fault-tolerant manner on private or public clouds. These big-data processing systems are extensively used by many industries, e.g.,
Google, Facebook, and Amazon, for solving a large class of problems, e.g., search, clustering, log analysis, different types of join
operations, matrix multiplication, pattern matching, and social network analysis. However, all these popular systems have a major
drawback in terms of locally distributed computations, which prevent them in implementing geographically distributed data processing.
The increasing amount of geographically distributed massive data is pushing industries and academia to rethink the current big-data
processing systems. The novel frameworks, which will be beyond state-of-the-art architectures and technologies involved in the current
system, are expected to process geographically distributed data at their locations without moving entire raw datasets to a single
location. In this paper, we investigate and discuss challenges and requirements in designing geographically distributed data processing
frameworks and protocols. We classify and study batch processing (MapReduce-based systems), stream processing (Spark-based
systems), and SQL-style processing geo-distributed frameworks, models, and algorithms with their overhead issues.
Index Terms—MapReduce, geographically distributed data, cloud computing, Hadoop, HDFS Federation, Spark, and YARN.
F
1 INTRODUCTION
CUrrently, several cloud computing platforms, e.g., Ama-zon Web Services, Google App Engine, IBM’s Blue
Cloud, and Microsoft Azure, provide an easy locally dis-
tributed, scalable, and on-demand big-data processing. How-
ever, these platforms do not regard geo(graphically) data
locality, i.e., geo-distributed data [1], and hence, necessitate
data movement to a single location before the computation.
In contrast, in the present time, data is generated geo-
distributively at a much higher speed as compared to the
existing data transfer speed [2], [3]; for example, data from
modern satellites [4]. There are two common reasons for
having geo-distributed data, as follows: (i) Many organi-
zations operate in different countries and hold datacen-
ters (DCs) across the globe. Moreover, the data can be
distributed across different systems and locations even in
the same country, for instance, branches of a bank in the
same country. (ii) Organizations may prefer to use mul-
tiple public and/or private clouds to increase reliability,
security, and processing [5], [6], [7]. In addition, there are
several applications and computations that process and
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analyze a huge amount of massively geo-distributed data
to provide the final output. For example, a bioinformatic
application that analyzes existing genomes in different labs
and countries to track the sources of a potential epidemic.
The following are few examples of applications that pro-
cess geo-distributed datasets: climate science [8], [9], data
generated by multinational companies [8], [10], [11], sensor
networks [9], [12], stock exchanges [9], web crawling [13],
[14], social networking applications [13], [14], biological
data processing [8], [12], [15] such as DNA sequencing and
human microbiome investigations, protein structure predic-
tion, and molecular simulations, stream analysis [9], video
feeds from distributed cameras, log files from distributed
servers [12], geographical information systems (GIS) [4], and
scientific applications [8], [9], [13], [16].
It should be noted down here that all the above-
mentioned applications generate a high volume of raw data
across the globe; however, most analysis tasks require only
a small amount of the original raw data for producing the
final outputs or summaries [12].
Geo-distributed big-data processing vs. the state-of-
the-art big-data processing frameworks. Geo-distributed
databases and systems have been in existence for a long
time [17]. However, these systems are not highly fault-
tolerant, scalable, flexible, good enough for massively par-
allel processing, simple to program, able to process a large-
scale (and/or real-time) data, and fast in answering a query.
On a positive side, several big-data processing program-
ming models and frameworks such as MapReduce [18],
Hadoop [19], Spark [20], Dryad [21], Pregel [22], and Gi-
raph [23] have been designed to overcome the disadvan-
tages (e.g., fault-tolerance, unstructured/massive data pro-
cessing, or slow processing time) of parallel computing,
distributed databases, and cluster computing. Thus, this sur-
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vey paper focuses on the MapReduce, Hadoop, and Spark
based systems. On a negative side, these frameworks do
not regard geo-distributed data locations, and hence, they
follow a trivial solution for geo-distributed data processing:
copy all raw data to one location before executing a locally
distributed computation.
The trivial solution has a bottleneck in terms of data
transfer, since it is not always possible to copy the whole
raw data from different locations to a single location due to
security, privacy, legal restrictions, cost, and network utiliza-
tion. Moreover, if the output of the computation at each site
is smaller than the input data, it is completely undesirable
to move the raw input data to a single location [13], [24],
[25]. In a widely distributed environment with network
heterogeneity, Hadoop does not work well because of heavy
dependency between MapReduce phases, highly coupled
data placement, and task execution [26]. In addition, HDFS
Federation [27] cannot support geo-distributed data pro-
cessing, because DataNodes at a location are not allowed
to register themselves at a NameNode of another location,
which is governed by another organization/country. Thus,
the current systems cannot process data at multiple-clusters.
It is also important to mention that the network band-
width is also a crucial factor in geo-distributed data move-
ment. For example, the demand for bandwidth increased
from 60Tbps to 290Tbps between the years 2011 and 2015
while the network capacity growth was not proportional. In
the year 2015, the network capacity growth was only 40%,
which was the lowest during the years 2011 and 2014 [28].
Fig. 1 shows an abstract view of desirable geo-
distributed data processing, where different locations hold
data and a local computation is executed on the site. Each
site executes an assigned computation locally distributed
and transfers (partial) outputs to the closest site or the user
site. Eventually, all the (partial) outputs are collected at a
single site (or the user site) that executes another job to
obtain the final outputs. Different sites are connected with
different speeds (the bandwidth consideration in the context
of geo-distributed data processing is given in [10]). The thick
lines show high bandwidth networks, and the thinner lines
are lower bandwidth networks.
US Data 
center
Canada Data 
center
Brazil Data 
center
EU Data 
center
Russia Data 
center
India Data 
center
Australia Data 
center
Fig. 1: A scenario for geographically distributed data pro-
cessing.
Currently, several researchers are focusing on the fol-
lowing important questions: what can be done to process
geo-distributed big-data using Hadoop, Spark, and similar
frameworks, and how? Can we process data at their local
sites and send only the outputs to a single location for
producing the final output? The on-site processing solu-
tion requires us to rethink, redesign, and revisualize the
current implementations of Hadoop, Spark, and similar
frameworks. In this work, we will review several models,
frameworks, and resource allocation algorithms for geo-
distributed big-data processing that try to solve the above-
mentioned problems. In a nutshell, geo-distributed big-data
processing frameworks have the following properties:
• Ubiquitous computing: The new system should regard dif-
ferent data locations, and it should process data at differ-
ent locations, transparent to users. In other words, new
geo-distributed systems will execute a geo-computation
like a locally distributed computation on geo-locations
and support any type of big-data processing frameworks,
languages, and storage media at different locations [10],
[16], [24], [29].
• Data transfer among multiple DCs: The new system should
allow moving only the desired data, which eventually
participate in the final output,1 in a secure and privacy-
preserving manner among DCs, thereby reducing the
need for high bandwidth [10], [29], [31].
• High level of fault-tolerance: Storing and processing data
in a single DC may not be fault-tolerant when the DC
crashes. The new system should also allow data replica-
tion from one DC to different trusted DCs, resulting in a
higher level of fault-tolerance [32]. (Note that this prop-
erty is somewhat in conflict with the privacy issues. These
types of systems will be reviewed under the category of
frameworks for user-located geo-distributed big-data in §4.2.)
Advantages of geo-distributed data processing. The main
advantages of geo-distributed big-data processing are given
in [33] and listed below:
• A geo-distributed Hadoop/Spark-based system can per-
form data processing across nodes of multiple clusters
while the standard Hadoop/Spark and their variants
cannot process data at multiple clusters [33].
• More flexible services, e.g., resource sharing, load balanc-
ing, fault-tolerance, performance isolation, data isolation,
and version isolation, can be achieved when a cluster is a
part of a geo-distributed cluster [11], [16].
• A cluster can be scaled dynamically during the execution
of a geo-distributed computation [33].
• The computation cost can be optimized by selecting
different types of virtual nodes in clouds according to
the user requirement and transferring a job to multiple
clouds [34].
1.1 Scope of the Review
Today, big-data is a reality yielded by the distributed in-
ternet of things that constantly collect and process sensing
information from remote locations. Communication and
processing across different geographic areas are major re-
sources that should be optimized. Other aspects such as reg-
ulations and privacy-preserving are also important criteria.
Our paper is also motivated by these important emerging
developments of big-data.
A schematic map of the paper is given in Fig. 2. In
this paper, we discuss design requirements, challenges, pro-
1. We are not explaining the method of finding only desired data
before the computation starts. Interested readers may refer to [30].
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Fig. 2: Schematic map of the paper.
posed frameworks, and algorithms to Hadoop-based geo-
distributed data processing. It is important to emphasize
that this work is not only limited to MapReduce-based batch
processing geo-distributed frameworks; we will discuss
architectures designed for geo-distributed streaming data
(SAGE [9] and JetStream [35]), Spark-based systems (Irid-
ium [10]), and SQL-style processing frameworks (Geode [36]
and Google’s Spanner [37]). Open issues to be considered in
the future are given at the end of the paper in §7.
In this survey, we do not study techniques for multi-
cloud deployment, management, and migration of virtual
machines, leasing cost models, security issues in the cloud,
API design, scheduling strategies for non-MapReduce jobs,
and multi-cloud database systems.
1.2 MapReduce
MapReduce [18], introduced by Google 2004, provides par-
allel processing of large-scale data in a timely, failure-free,
scalable, and load balance manner. MapReduce (see Fig. 3)
has two phases, the map phase and the reduce phase. The
given input data is processed by the map phase that applies
a user-defined map function to produce intermediate data
(of the form 〈key, value〉). This intermediate data is, then,
processed by the reduce phase that applies a user-defined
reduce function to keys and their associated values. The
final output is provided by the reduce phase. A detailed
description of MapReduce can be found in Chapter 2 of [38].
Applications and models of MapReduce. Many MapReduce
applications in different areas exist. Among them: matrix
multiplication [39], similarity join [40], [41], detection of
near-duplicates [42], interval join [43], [44], spatial join [45],
[46], graph processing [47], [48], pattern matching [49], data
cube processing [50], [51], skyline queries [52], k-nearest-
neighbors finding [53], [54], star-join [55], theta-join [56],
[57], and image-audio-video-graph processing [58], are a
few applications of MapReduce in the real world. Some
efficient MapReduce computation models for a single cloud
are presented by Karloff et al. [59], Goodrich [60], Lattanzi
Original input 
data
The map phase
Step 2: Assign map tasks
Split1
Split2
Splitm
split1
Mapper for 1st split
split2
Mapper for 2nd split
Mapper for mth split
splitm
Reducer 
for k1
Reducer 
for k2
Reducer 
for kr
k2, split2
Output 1
Output 2
Output r
Master process
Step 1: Fork a master process and 
some number of worker processes
Step 3:
Read input splits and Map tasks’
execution
Step 4:
Read intermediate data and 
Reduce tasks’ execution
The reduce phase
Step 2: Assign reduce tasks
Input data
Notation: ki: key
Fig. 3: A general execution of a MapReduce algorithm.
et al. [61], Pietracaprina et al. [62], Goel and Munagala [63],
Ullman [64], Afrati et al. [65], [66], [67], and Fish et al. [68].
1.3 Hadoop, HDFS, HDFS Federation, and YARN
Hadoop. Apache Hadoop [19] is a well-known and widely
used open-source software implementation of MapReduce
for distributed storage and distributed processing of large-
scale data on clusters of nodes. Hadoop includes three
major components, as follows: (i) Hadoop Distributed File
System (HDFS) [69]: a scalable and fault-tolerant distributed
storage system, (ii) Hadoop MapReduce, and (iii) Hadoop
Common, the common utilities, which support the other
Hadoop modules.
Hadoop cluster consists of two types of nodes, as; (i)
a master node that executes a JobTracker and a NameNode
and (ii) several slave nodes, each slave node executes a Task-
Tracker and a DataNode; see Fig. 4. The computing envi-
ronment for a MapReduce job is provided by the JobTracker
(that accepts a MapReduce job from a user and executes the
job on free TaskTrackers) and TaskTrackers (produces the
final output). An environment for distributed file system,
called HDFS is supported by the NameNode (manages the
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JobTracker
Master node
NameNode
TaskTracker
Slave node
DataNode TaskTracker
Slave node
DataNode
Fig. 4: Structure of a Hadoop cluster with one master node
and two slave nodes.
cluster metadata and DataNodes) and DataNodes (stores
data). HDFS supports read, write, and delete operations
on files, and create and delete operations on directories.
In HDFS, data is divided into small splits, called blocks,
(64MB and 128MB are most commonly used sizes). Each
block is independently replicated to multiple DataNodes,
and block replicas are processed by mappers and reducers.
More details about Hadoop and HDFS may be found in
Chapter 2 of [70].
HDFS Federation. In the standard HDFS, there is only one
NameNode, which is a single point of failure. HDFS Federa-
tion [27] overcomes this limitation of HDFS by adding mul-
tiple NameNodes that are independent and do not require
coordination with each other. DataNodes store data, and in
addition, each DataNode registers with all the NameNodes.
In this manner, HDFS Federation creates a large virtual
cluster that increases performance, turns NameNode to be
fault-tolerant, and provides multiple isolated jobs’ execution
framework.
YARN Architecture. YARN [71] is the latest version of
Hadoop-2.7.1 and partitions the two major functionalities
of the JobTracker of the previous Hadoop, i.e., resource
management and job scheduling monitoring, into separate
daemons, called a global ResourceManager daemon and a
per-application ApplicationMaster daemon. Details about
YARN may be found in [72].
The ResourceManager is responsible for dividing the
cluster’s resources among all the applications running in
the system. The ApplicationMaster is an application-specific
entity, negotiates resources from the ResourceManager. The
NodeManager is a per-node daemon, which is responsible
for launching the application’s containers, monitoring their
resource usage (CPU, memory etc.), and reporting back to
the ResourceManager. A container represents a collection of
physical resources.
1.4 Spark
Apache Spark is a cluster computing platform that extends
MapReduce-style processing for efficiently supporting more
types of fast and real-time computations, interactive queries,
and stream processing. The major difference between Spark
and Hadoop lies in the processing style, where MapReduce
stores outputs of each iteration in the disk while Spark
stores data in the main memory, and hence, supports fast
processing. Spark also supports Hadoop, and hence, it can
access any Hadoop data sources. Spark Core contains task
scheduling, memory management, fault recovery, interact-
ing with storage systems, and defines resilient distributed
datasets (RDDs). RDDs are main programming abstraction
and represent a collection of distributed items across many
computing nodes that can execute a computation. Spark
supports several programming languages such as Python,
Java, and Scala. Details about Spark may be found in [73].
Matrix computations [74], machine learning [75], graph
processing [76], iterative queries [73], and stream process-
ing [77] are a few popular examples of computational fields
where Spark is commonly used. Apache Flink [78], Apache
Ignite [79], Apache Storm [80], and Twitter Heron [81] are
other stream processing frameworks.
2 MOTIVATIONS AND NEEDS FOR GEO-
DISTRIBUTED BIG-DATA PROCESSING USING
HADOOP OR SPARK
We list four major motivational points behind the design of a
geo-distributed big-data processing framework, as follows:
Support for geo-distributed applications. As we mentioned
in §1, a lot of applications generate data at geo-distributed
locations or DCs. On the one hand, genomic and biological
data, activity, session and server logs, and performance
counters are expanding geographically much faster than
inter-DC bandwidth; hence, such entire datasets cannot be
efficiently transferred to a single location [2], [10], [82], [83].
On the other hand, analysis and manipulation operations
do not require an entire dataset from each location in pro-
viding the final output. Thus, there is a need of on-site big-
data processing frameworks that can send only the desired
inputs (after processing data at each site) to a single location
for providing the final outputs under legal constraints of an
organization.
Enrich datasets and high performance. Currently, a data-
intensive application produces, manipulates, or analyzes
data of size Petabytes or more. Sharing such a huge amount
of data across the globe enriches datasets and helps several
communities in finding recent trends, new types of laws,
regulations, and networking constraints [83]. In contrast, the
data processing using MapReduce is dominated by the com-
munication between the map phase and the reduce phase,
where several replicas of an identical data are transferred to
the reduce phase for obtaining final outputs [30], [65], [67].
However, sometimes none of the replicated partial outputs
provides the final outputs.
For example, we want to execute a top-k query on n
locations that have their own data. In this case, a trivial
solution is to send the whole data from all the n locations to
a single location. In contrast, we can execute a top-k query
on each n location and send only top-k results from each
n locations to a single location that can find the final top-
k answers. One more example, in case of equijoin of two
relations, say X(A,B) and Y (B,C), where X and Y are
located in different sites, if there is no tuple containing a
joining value, say b1, in the relation Y , then it is worthless
to transfer all the tuples of the relation X having b1 to the
location of the relation Y .
Therefore, it is clear and trivial that one can solve geo-
applications by moving an entire dataset to a single location;
however, it will increase the network load, job completion
time, space requirement at the single site, and decrease the
performance of the system. Thus, the development of effi-
cient geo-distributed Hadoop or Spark-based frameworks
transparent to users is needed [10].
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Providing geo-security and geo-privacy mechanisms. The
development of a geo-distributed framework, inherently,
requires a secure and privacy-preserving mechanism for
data transfer and computation execution. The design of
geo-security and geo-privacy mechanisms will help in geo-
frameworks, also in a single cloud computing platform,
where data and computation locations are identical.
Here, we explain why do the current security and pri-
vacy mechanisms fail in a geo-distributed framework. Data
may be classified as public, sensitive, or confidential with
special handling [84]. Executing a geo-application on public
data of an organization may breach the security and privacy
of sensitive or confidential data, since a geo-application may
attempt to scan the entire dataset. For example, executing a
geo-application on a health data of a country allows data
movement within the country; however, the same data may
not be allowed to be accessed by a geo-application that is
moving the data outside the country. Another example of
privacy breaking that can occur when the public data of
the geo-locations of a person is associated with the disease
data which is sensitive [84]. In a similar manner, the data
confidentiality is vulnerable in a geo-computation.
Thus, the security and privacy in a geo-computation
depend on several factors, e.g., organizations that are ask-
ing for data, the organizations’ location, and the scope of
the computation. In addition, if on-site data processing is
allowed, an organization wishes to ensure the security and
privacy of their output data according to their policies,
during the transmission and computations at other sites,
resulting in no malicious activities on the data [2]. Therefore,
the design of geo-secure and geo-privacy mechanisms is re-
quired, thus, maintaining data security and privacy during
a geo-distributed computation. However, creating a secure
and privacy-preserving geo-distributed framework raises
several challenges, which we discuss in the next section.
Handling DC failure and natural disasters. The classical
Hadoop was designed to prevent a job failure due to disk,
node, or rack failure by replicating the data along with
the job to multiple nodes and racks within a DC. A single
DC failure/outage is not very common; however, if it does
happen, then it leads to severe obstacles. For example, in
the month of May 2017, due to the power outage, British
Airways DC was crashed, and that leads to catastrophic
impacts.2 In order to handle DC failure, replication of the
data with the jobs to different DCs (possibly outside the
country) is expected to be a trivial solution. However, such a
geo-replication requires us to redesign new Hadoop/Spark-
based systems that can work over different DCs transparent
to any failure. We will study some frameworks supporting
geo-replication in §4.2.
3 CHALLENGES IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF GEO-
DISTRIBUTED HADOOP OR SPARK BASED FRAME-
WORKS
The existence of big-data, on one hand, requires the design
of a fault-tolerant and computation efficient framework,
and Hadoop, Spark, or similar frameworks satisfy these
2. https://www.theguardian.com/business/2017/may/30/
british-airways-it-failure-experts-doubt-power-surge-claim
requirements. On the other hand, globally distributed big-
databases — as opposed to traditional parallel databases,
cluster computations, and file-sharing within a DC — in-
troduce new research challenges in different domains, as
follows: (i) the database domain has new challenges such as
query planning, data locality, replication, query execution,
cost estimation, and the final output generation; (ii) the wide
area network domain has new challenges such as band-
width constraints and data movement [36]. In addition, geo-
distributed data processing using the current frameworks
inherits some old challenges such as location transparency,
(i.e., a user will receive a correct output regardless of the
data location), and local autonomy, (i.e., the capability to
administer a local database and to operate independently
when connections to other nodes have failed) [11], [36].
In this section, we describe new challenges in the context
of geo-distributed big-data processing using Hadoop or
Spark-based systems. After each challenge, we give refer-
ences to solutions to the challenge, which are described later
in this paper.
A universal code for all sites and compatibility issues.
In the present time, several big-data processing frame-
works, languages, and mechanisms are proposed; for ex-
ample, Hadoop, Yarn, Spark, Hive [85], [86], Pig Latin [87],
Dryad, Spark SQL [88], etc. In addition, different big-data
and metadata storages, like HDFS, Gfarm file system [89],
GridDB [90], MongoDB [91], HBase [92], etc., are available.
These databases have non-identical data formats, APIs,
storage policies, privacy concerns for storing and retrieving
data, network dynamics, and access control [93], [94], [95].
Moreover, different sites may have different types of
regulations for exporting data, operating systems, availabil-
ity of data, services, security checks, resources, cost, and
software implementations. Sometimes, simultaneous usages
of multiple frameworks improve utilization and allow ap-
plications to share access to large datasets [96]. However,
the existence of different frameworks at different locations
poses additional challenges such as different scheduling
needs, programming models, communication patterns, task
dependencies, data placement, and different APIs.
Hence, according to a client perspective, it is not desir-
able to write code for different frameworks and different
data formats. For example, if there are two sites with HDFS
and Gfarm file system, then the data retrieval code is not
identical and the user has to write two different codes
for retrieving data. In this scenario, it is required that a
universal code will work at all the locations without modi-
fying their data format and processing frameworks. It may
require an interpreter that converts a user code according
to the requirement of different frameworks. However, the
use of an interpreter puts some additional challenges such
as how does a system follow the inherent properties, e.g.,
massive parallelism and fault-tolerance. It should be noted
that user-defined compatibility tasks may slow down the
overall system performance [4], [82]. Unfortunately, there
is not a single geo-distributed system that can solve this
challenge, to the best of our knowledge.
Solutions: Mesos [96] provides a solution to the above-
mentioned requirements to some extents. Twitter’s Sum-
mingbird [97] integrates batch and stream processing within
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a single DC. Recently, BigDAWG [98] and Rheem [99] are
two new systems that are focusing on compatibility issues
in a single DC. In short, BigDAWG [98] and Rheem [99] are
trying to achieve platform-independent processing, multi-
platform task execution, exploit complete processing capa-
bilities of underlying systems, and data processing abstrac-
tion (in a single DC). Since Mesos [96], Summingbird [97],
BigDAWG [98], and Rheem [99] deals with processing in a
single DC, we do not study these systems in this survey.
Awan [1] (§6.3) is a system that allocates resources
to different geo-distributed frameworks. However, Awan
does not provide universal compatibilities to the existing
systems. Also, during our investigation, we did not find
any system that can handle above-mentioned compatibility
issues in the geo-distributed settings.
Secure and privacy-preserving computations and data
movement. Geo-distributed applications are increasing day-
by-day, resulting in an increasing number of challenges in
maintaining fine and coarse grain security and privacy of
data or computations. The classical MapReduce does not
support the security and privacy of data or computations
within a single public cloud. But even if the security and
privacy in a single cloud is preserved, it is still a major
challenge in ensuring the security and privacy of data
or computations in geo-distributed big-data processing. A
survey on security and privacy in the standard MapReduce
may be found in [100].
The security analysis also requires risk management. Ap-
plying complex security mechanisms on a geo-computation
without considering risk management may harm the com-
putation and system performance, while it is not required
to implement rigorous security systems. Hence, there is a
need to consider risk when designing security and privacy
mechanisms for geo-computations [101], [102]. The privacy
of an identical type of data (e.g., health-care data) may not be
treated the same when implemented in different countries.
Hence, there are several issues to be addressed while design-
ing a secure geo-distributed framework, as follows: how to
trust the data received from a site, how to ensure that the
data is be transferred in a secure and private manner, how
to build trust among sites, how to execute computations
in each site in a privacy-preserving manner, how to pre-
inspect programs utilizing the data, how to ensure usage
of the data, and how to allow a computation execution
while maintaining fine-grained security features such as
authentication, authorization, and access control [103].
Solutions: G-Hadoop [16] (§4.1.1) provides an authentica-
tion mechanism, and ViNe [103] (§5) provides an end-to-end
data security. However, currently, we are not aware of any
complete solution for security and privacy in the context of
geo-distributed Hadoop/Spark jobs.
Data locality and placement. In the context of geo-data
processing, data locality refers to data processing at the
same site or nearby sites where the data is located [12], [102].
However, the current Hadoop/Spark/SQL-style based geo-
distributed data processing systems are designed on the
principle of data pulling from all the locations to a single
location, and hence, they do not regard data locality [36].
In addition, due to a huge amount of raw data generated
at different sites, it is challenging to send the whole dataset
to a single location; hence, the design and development of
systems that take the data locality into account are crucial
for optimizing the system performance.
In contrast, sometimes a framework regarding the data
locality does not work well in terms of performance and
cost [32], [104], [105] due to the limited number of resources
or slow inter-DC connections. Hence, it may be required
to access/process data in nearby DCs, which may be faster
than the local access. Thus, we find a challenge in designing
a system for accessing local or remote (nearby) data, leading
to optimized job performance.
Solutions: G-Hadoop [16] (§4.1.1), GMR [24] (§4.1.1), Neb-
ula [106] (§4.1.1), Iridium [10] (§4.1.2), and JetStream [35]
(§4.1.2).
Finding only relevant intermediate data. A system built
on the “data locality” principle processes data at their sites
and provides intermediate data. However, sometimes, the
complete intermediate data at a site do not participate in
the final output, and hence, it necessitates to find only
relevant intermediate data. We emphasize that the concepts
of the data locality and relevant intermediate data finding
are different.
A computation can be characterized by two parameters:
(i) the amount of input data (in bits) at a data source, and (ii)
the expansion factor, e, which shows a ratio of the output
size to the input size [10], [11], [13], [14]. Based on the
expansion factor, a computation can be of three types, as
follows: (i) e  1: the output size is much larger than the
input size, e.g., join of relations; (ii) e = 1: the output size is
of the same size as the input size, e.g. outputs of a sorting
algorithm; (iii) e  1: the output size is less than the input
size, e.g., word count. When dealing with a geo-distributed
computation, it is not efficient to move all the data when
e  1 and only some parts of that data participate in the
final outputs [30], [82]. For example, in the first, second, and
third types of computations, if the computation performs a
joining of relations while most of the tuples of a relation do
not join with any other relations at the other sites, a global
sorting only on selected intermediate sorted outputs, and a
frequency-count of some words, respectively, then we need
to find only relevant intermediate data.
These challenges motivate us to find only relevant inter-
mediate data at different locations before obtaining the final
output. In addition, it is also required to prioritize data con-
sidering dynamic requirements, resources, and usefulness
of data before moving data [12].
Solutions: Iridium [10] (§4.1.2), Geode [36] (using differ-
ence finding, §4.1.3), and Meta-MapReduce [30] (§6.1).
Remote access and variable bandwidth. The cost of a
geo-distributed data processing is dependent on remote
accesses and the network bandwidth, and as the amount
of inter-DC data movement increases, the job cost also
increases [102], [107]. In addition, we may connect DCs
with a low-latency and high-bandwidth interconnects for
fine-grain data exchanges and that results in a very high
cost. Hence, an intelligent remote data access mechanism
is required for fetching only the desired data. Moreover,
frequently accessed data during the execution of similar
types of jobs can be placed in some specific DCs to reduce
the communication [2].
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The limited bandwidth constraint, thus, motivates to
design efficient distributed and reliable systems/algorithms
for collecting and moving data among DCs while mini-
mizing remote access, resulting in lower job cost and la-
tency [14], [108]. In addition, the system must adjust the net-
work bandwidth dynamically; hence, the system can drop
some data without affecting data quality significantly [35].
In other words, there is a need of an algorithm that will
know the global view of the system (consisting of the
bandwidth, data at each DC, and distance to other DCs).
Serving data transfer as best-effort or realtime is also
a challenge in geo-computations. On the one hand, if one
serves best-effort data transfer, then the final output will be
delayed, and it requires a significant amount of the network
bandwidth at a time. On the other hand, if we transfer data
in real-time, then the user will get real-time results at the
cost of endless use of the network bandwidth [109].
Solutions: Iridium [10] (§4.1.2), Pixida [5] (§6.2), Lazy
optimal algorithm [110] (§6.2), JetStream [35] (§4.1.2), Vol-
ley [111] (§6.1), Rout [82] (§6.1), and Meta-MapReduce [30]
(§6.1).
Task assignment and job completion time. The job comple-
tion time of a geo-distributed computation is dependent on
several factors, as follows: (i) data locality, (ii) the amount
of intermediate data, (iii) selection of a DC for the final
task — it is required to assign the final task to a DC that
has a major portion of data that participate in the final
outputs, resulting in fast job completion and reduced data
transfer time [8], [25], and (iv) the inter-DC and intra-DC
bandwidth. The authors [112] showed that an execution of
a MapReduce job on a network-aware vs. network-unaware
scheme significantly impacts the job completion time.
The challenge comes in finding a straggler process. In
a locally distributed computation, we can find straggler
processes and perform a speculative execution for fast job
completion time. However, these strategies do not help
in a geo-distributed data processing, because of different
amount of data in DCs and different bandwidth [12].
In addition, the problem of straggler processes cannot be
removed by applying offline task optimization placement
algorithms, since they rely on a priori knowledge of task
execution time and inter-DC transfer time, which both are
unknown in geo-distributed data processing [102].
Solutions: Iridium [10], Joint optimization of task as-
signment, data placement, and routing in geo-distributed
DCs [113], Reseal [114] (§6.1), Tudoran et al. [8] (§5) and
Gadre et al. [115] (§5), and Flutter [102] (§6.2).
Iterative and SQL queries. The standard MapReduce was
not developed for supporting iterative and a wide range of
SQL queries. Later, Hive, Pig Latin, and Spark SQL were
developed for supporting SQL-style queries. However, all
these languages are designed for processing in-home/local
data. Since relational algebra is a basis of several differ-
ent operations, it is required to develop a geo-distributed
query language regarding data locality and the network
bandwidth. The new type of query language must also deal
with some additional challenges such as geo-distributed
query optimization, geo-distributed query execution plan,
geo-distributed indexing, and geo-distributed caching. The
problem of joining of multiple tables that are located at
different locations is also not trivial. In this case, moving
an entire table from one location to the location of the
other table is naive yet cumbersome, because of network
bandwidth, time, and cost. Hence, we see the joining op-
eration in geo-distributed settings is a major challenge.
The joining operation gets more complicated in the case of
streaming of tables where a window-based join does not
work [116] because the joining values of multiple tables
may not synchronously arrive at an identical time window,
thereby leading to missing outputs.
Processing iterative queries on the classical Hadoop was
a cumbersome task due to disk-based storage after each
iteration (as we mentioned the difference between Hadoop
and Spark in §1.4). However, Spark can efficiently process
iterative queries due to in-memory processing. Processing
iterative queries in a geo-computation requires us to find
solutions to store intermediate results in the context of an
iterative query.
Solutions: Geode [36] (§4.1.3) provides a solution to ex-
ecute geo-distributed SQL queries. Google’s F1 [117] and
Spanner [37] (§4.2.3) are two SQL processing systems. There
are some other systems [118], [119] for machine learning
based on iterative Hadoop/Spark processing. However, in
this paper, we are not covering any paper regarding ma-
chine learning using Hadoop/Spark.
Scalability and fault-tolerance. Hadoop, Yarn, Spark, and
similar big-data processing frameworks are scalable and
fault-tolerant as compared to parallel computing, cluster
computing, and distributed databases. Because of these two
features, several organizations and researchers use these
systems daily for big-data processing. Hence, it is an inher-
ent challenge to design a new fault-tolerant geo-distributed
framework so that the failure of the whole/partial DC does
not lead to the failure of other DCs and also scalable in terms
of adding or removing different DCs, computing nodes,
resources, and software implementations [29], [82], [120].
Solutions: Medusa [121] (§4.1.1), Resilin [34] (§4.2),
HOG [29] (§4.2), and KOALA-grid-based system [33] (§4.2).
The above-mentioned issues will naturally impact on the
design and division of functionality of different components
of a framework, which are located at non-identical locations.
4 ARCHITECTURES FOR GEO-DISTRIBUTED BIG-
DATA PROCESSING
In this section, we review several geo-distributed big-data
processing frameworks and algorithms under two cate-
gories, as follows:
Pre-located geo-distributed big-data. This category deals
with data that is already geo-distributed before the com-
putation. For example, if there are n locations, then all the
n locations have their data.
User-located geo-distributed big-data. This category deals
with frameworks that explicitly distribute data to geo-
locations before the computation begins. For example, if
there are n locations, then the user distributes data to the
n locations.
Note that there is a clear distinction between the above-
mentioned two categories, as follows: The first category
requires the distribution of jobs (not data) over different
clouds by the user site and then aggregation of outputs of
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Geo-distributed batch processing MapReduce-based systems for pre-located geo-distributed data (Section 4.1.1)
G-Hadoop [16] P & U X Xp X X
G-MR [24] P X X X X X
Nebula [106] P X X X
Medusa [121] P & U X X
Geo-distributed stream processing frameworks for pre-located geo-distributed data (Section 4.1.2)
Iridium [10] P X X X X X
JetStream [35] P X X
SAGE [9] P X X
SQL-style processing framework for pre-located geo-distributed data (Section 4.1.3)
Geode [36] P X X X X X X
Geo-distributed batch processing MapReduce-based systems for user-located geo-distributed data (Section 4.2.1)
HMR [31] U X
Resilin [34] U X X X
SEMROD [122] U X X X X
HOG [29] U X X X
KOALA grid-based system [33] U X X X
HybridMR [15] U X X
Geo-distributed stream processing frameworks for user-located geo-distributed data (Section 4.2.2)
Photon [116] P & U X X X X X
SQL-style processing framework for user-located geo-distributed data (Section 4.2.3)
Spanner [37] P & U X X X X X X
Data transfer systems/algorithms (Section 5)
Tudoran et al. [8], Gadre et al. [115] P & U X
Volley [111] U X X
Scheduling for geo-distributed MapReduce-based systems (Section 6.1)
WANalytics [2] P & U X X X
Shuffle-aware data pushing [14] U X
ViNe [103] P & U Xp X
Reseal [114] P
Rout [82] P & U X X X
Meta-MapReduce [30] P & U X X X
Zhang el al. [11] P X
Scheduling for geo-distributed Spark-based systems (Section 6.2)
Pixida [5] P X X
Flutter [102] P X X
Lazy optimal algorithm [110] P X X
Resource allocation mechanisms for geo-distributed systems (Section 6.3)
Awan [1] P X
Gadre et al. [25] P & U X X
Ghit et al. [33] P & U X
Notations. P: Pre-located geo-distributed big-data. U: User-located geo-distributed big-data. Xp: Systems provide only
partial security, not a complete secure and private solution (e.g., G-Hadoop and ViNE allow authentication and end-to-
end security, respectively, while SEMROD allows sensitive data security in the context of a hybrid cloud).
TABLE 1: Summary of geo-distributed big-data processing frameworks and algorithms.
all the sites at a specified site. The second category requires
the distribution and/or partitioning of both the data as
well as jobs over different clouds by the user site. Here,
an aggregation of outputs of all the sites is not must and
depends on the job, if the job is partitioning the data over
the clouds.
In the first category, we see MapReduce-based frame-
works (e.g., G-Hadoop, GMR, Nebula, Medusa), Spark-
based system (e.g., Iridium), a system for processing SQL-
queries. As we mentioned, all these systems require to
distribute a job over multiple clouds and then aggregation
of outputs. In the second category, we see frameworks
that do user-defined data and computation partitioning for
achieving (i) a higher level of fault-tolerance (by executing
a job on multiple clouds, e.g., HMR, Spanner, and F1), (ii) a
secure computation by using public and private clouds (e.g.,
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SEMROD), and (iii) the lower job cost by accessing grid-
resources in an opportunistic manner (e.g., HOG, KOALA
grid-based system, and HybridMR).
A comparison of frameworks and algorithms for geo-
distributed big-data processing based on several parameters
such as security and privacy of data, data locality, selection
of an optimal path for data transfer, and resource manage-
ment is given in Table 1.
4.1 Frameworks for Pre-Located Geo-Distributed Big-
Data
4.1.1 Geo-distributed batch processing MapReduce-based
systems for pre-located geo-distributed data
G-Hadoop. Wang et al. provided G-Hadoop [16] framework
for processing geo-distributed data across multiple cluster
nodes, without changing existing cluster architectures. On
the one hand, G-Hadoop processes data stored in a geo-
distributed file system, known as Gfarm file system. On
the other hand, G-Hadoop may increase fault-tolerance by
executing an identical task in multiple clusters.
G-Hadoop consists of a G-Hadoop master node at a
central location (for accessing G-Hadoop framework) and
G-Hadoop slave nodes (for executing MapReduce jobs).
The G-Hadoop master node accepts jobs from users, splits
jobs into several sub-jobs and distributes them across slave
nodes, and manages metadata of all files in the system. The
G-Hadoop master node contains a metadata server and a
global JobTracker, which is a modified version of Hadoop’s
original JobTracker. A G-Hadoop slave node contains a
TaskTracker, a local Job Tracker, and an I/O server.
The Gfarm file system is a master-slave based distributed
file system designed to share a vast amount of data among
globally distributed clusters connected via a wide-area net-
work. The master node called a Metadata Server (MDS) is
responsible for managing the file system’s metadata such as
file names, locations, and access credentials. The MDS is also
responsible for coordinating access to the files stored in the
cluster. The multiple slave nodes, referred to as Data Nodes
(DN), are responsible for storing raw data on local hard
disks using local file systems. A DN runs a daemon that
coordinates the access to the files on the local file system.
Job execution in G-Hadoop. Now, we discuss the job flow
in G-Hadoop, which will help readers to understand a job
execution in the geo-distributed environment. The job flow
consists of three steps, as follows:
1) Job submission and initialization. The user submits a job
to the G-Hadoop master node that creates a unique ID
for the new job, and then, the user copies the map and
reduce functions, job configuration files, and input files
to a designated working directory at the master node of
Gfarm file system. The global JobTracker initializes and
splits the job.
2) Sub-job assignment. TaskTrackers of the G-Hadoop slaves
request the global JobTracker for new tasks, periodically.
The task assignment problem also considers the data
locations. When a TaskTracker receives tasks, it copies
executables and resources from the working directory of
Gfarm file system.
3) Sub-job execution. Now, a computing node executes an as-
signed MapReduce task, as follows: (i) a map task: it pro-
cesses input data and writes outputs to a shared directory
in the cluster; (ii) reduce task: it contacts TaskTrackers that
have executed the corresponding map tasks and fetches
their outputs. If the TaskTracker is located in an identical
cluster where data and reduce tasks are assigned, the data
is read from the common shared directory of the cluster.
Otherwise, the data is fetched using an HTTP request. The
results of a reduce task are written to Gfarm file system.
Pros. G-Hadoop provides an efficient geo-distributed data
processing, regards data locality, and hence, performs the
map phase at the local site. G-Hadoop has a security mech-
anism, thereby an authenticated user can get access to only
authorized data.
Cons. G-Hadoop randomly places reducers in involved
DCs [123]. Also, it does not support iterative queries and
HDFS, which is a common data storage, instead keeps the
data in a new type of file system, Gfarm file system.
G-MR. G-MR [24], see Fig. 5, is a Hadoop-based framework
that executes MapReduce jobs on a geo-distributed dataset
across multiple DCs. Unlike G-Hadoop [16], G-MR does
not place reducers randomly and uses a single directional
weighted graph for data movement using the shortest path
algorithm. G-MR deploys a GroupManager at a single DC
and a JobManager at each DC. The GroupManager dis-
tributes the code of mappers and reducers to all the DCs and
executes a data transformation graph (DTG) algorithm. Each
JobManager manages and executes assigned local MapRe-
duce jobs using a Hadoop cluster. Each JobManager has two
components, namely a CopyManager for copying outputs of
the job of one DC to other DCs and an AggregationManager
for aggregating results from DCs.
GroupManager
JobManager
Hadoop CopyManager AggregationManager
Geo-distributed databases at datacenters
Fig. 5: G-MR.
The DTG algorithm finds an optimized path based on
characteristics of the dataset, MapReduce jobs, and the DC
infrastructure, for executing MapReduce jobs. The DTG
algorithm constructs a graph by taking all the possible
execution paths for executing the job. A node of the graph
shows the number of MapReduce phases that have applied
to input data and the data locations, and a weighted edge
shows the computation flow. After constructing the graph,
the problem of finding an optimized path for executing the
job is reduced in finding a minimum weight path, which can
be solved using the shortest path algorithm for the graph.
Execution steps. A user submits G-MR codes to one of the
DCs that executes the GroupManager. The GroupManager
executes the DTG algorithm and determines the best path
for collecting outputs from all the DCs. The GroupManager
informs a JobManager of a DC about (i) MapReduce jobs,
(ii) the local data that should be accessed by the job, and
(iii) where to copy the outputs of the job. The JobManagers
execute the job accordingly using Hadoop, and then, use
their local AggregationManager and CopyManager com-
ponents for executing the respective tasks. Eventually, the
GroupManager holds outputs of all the remaining DCs and
performs the final computation to provide the final output.
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Pros. G-MR is a fully-functional and geo-distributed
Hadoop-based framework.
Cons. GMR is a non-secure framework and can only be used
when the data is associative, i.e., the iterative and hierar-
chical reduce will not change the final result [123]. Also, G-
MR, like G-Hadoop, do not handle arbitrary and malicious
faults, and cloud outages. These systems are unable to han-
dle crash faults, similar to the standard MapReduce [121].
Nebula. Nebula [106] is a system that selects the best node
for minimizing overall job completion time. Nebula consists
of four centralized components, as follows: Nebula cen-
tral, compute pool master, data-store master, and Nebula
monitor. The Nebula central accepts jobs from the user
who also provides the location of geo-distributed input
data to the data-store master. The cmpute nodes, which are
geo-distributed, periodically contact with the compute pool
master, which is aware of all computing nodes in the system,
and ask for jobs. A scheduler assigns tasks to the computing
nodes based on the scheduling policy with the help of the
compute pool master. Then, the computing nodes download
the tasks and the input data from the data nodes according
to specified locations by the data store master. When the
computation finishes, the output is uploaded to data nodes,
and the data-store master is informed of the location of the
final outputs.
Medusa. Medusa [121] system handles three new types of
faults: processing corruption that leads to wrong outputs,
malicious attacks, and cloud outages that may lead to the
unavailability of MapReduce instances and their data. In
order to handle such faults, a job is executed on 2f + 1
clouds, where f faults are tolerable. In addition, a cloud
is selected based on parameters such as available resources
and bandwidth so that the job completion time is decreased.
Pros. Medusa handles new types of faults.
Cons. Except handling new types of faults, Medusa does not
provide any new concept, and the fault handling systems
can be included in a system that considers resource allo-
cation and WAN traffic movement. The authors claim that
they are not modifying the standard Hadoop; however, this
claim is doubtful in the case of obtaining final outputs. The
standard Hadoop system cannot produce the final outputs
from partial outputs, e.g., equijoin of relations or finding
maximum salaries of a person working in more than one
department.
4.1.2 Geo-distributed stream processing frameworks for
pre-located geo-distributed data
Iridium. Iridium [10] is designed on the top of Apache
Spark and consists of two managers, as follows: (i) a global
manager is located in only one site for coordinating the query
execution across sites, keeping track of data locations, and
maintaining durability and consistency of data; and (ii) a
local manager is located at each site for controlling local
resources, periodically updating the global manager, and
executing assigned jobs. Iridium considers heterogeneous
bandwidths among different sites and optimizes data and
task placement, which results in the minimal data transfer
time among the sites. The task placement problem is de-
scribed as a linear program that considers site bandwidths
and query characteristics. An iterative greedy heuristic is
used to move small chunks of datasets to sites having
more bandwidth, resulting in efficient data transfer, with-
out affecting the job completion time. Iridium speeds up
processing by 64% to 92% as compared to Conviva [124],
Bing Edge, TPC-DS [125] and Berkeley Big Data Bench-
mark [126], when deployed across eight Amazon Elastic
Compute Cloud (EC2) regions in five continents. Iridium
saves WAN bandwidth usage by 15% to 64%.
Pros. While minimizing the job completion time, Iridium
considers data and task placement regarding different band-
width among DCs.
Cons. Iridium considers the network congestion within a DC
only, not among DCs. Also, Iridium minimizes only latency
and does not consider the network bandwidth optimally [5],
[102].
The following frameworks, which are not based on
Spark, are also designed for geo-distributed stream data
processing where the data already exist at multiple loca-
tions.
JetStream. JetStream [35] system processes geo-distributed
streams and regards the network bandwidth and data qual-
ity. JetStream has three main components, as follows: geo-
distributed workers, a centralized coordinator, and a client.
The data is stored in a structured database of the form of
a datacube. A client program creates a dataflow graph and
submits it for the execution to the centralized coordinator.
The coordinator selects linked-dataflow operators for each
worker and then sends a relevant subset of the graph to
each worker. Then, a worker creates necessary network
connections with other workers and starts the operators.
The execution terminates when the centralized coordinator
sends a stop message or all the sources send a stop marker
indicating that there will be no more data.
Pros. JetStream, like Iridium, minimizes the amount of inter-
DC traffic, but the approach is different from Iridium. Jet-
Stream uses data aggregation and adaptive filtering that
support efficient OLAP queries as compared to Iridium.
Cons. JetStream provides some degree of inaccuracy in the fi-
nal results because of dropping and sampling results, hence,
it is also good for small sensor networks. Unlike Iridium,
JetStream does not support arbitrary SQL queries and does
not optimize data and task placement [10]. However, both,
Iridium and JetStream do not deal with the network traffic
and user-perceived delay simultaneously [110], [127].
SAGE. SAGE [9] is a general-purpose cloud-based archi-
tecture for processing geo-distributed stream data. SAGE
consists of two types of services, as follows: (i) Processing
services process incoming streaming data by applying the
users’ processing functions and provide outputs. Several
queues at each geo-location handle stream data, where
each processing service has one or more incoming queues.
In addition, data is transformed into the required system
format; and extract, transform, and load (ETL) software, e.g.,
IBM’s InfoSphere DataStage [128], are used for transforming
data into the required format. (ii) A global aggregator service
computes the final result by aggregating the outputs of the
processing services. This process is executed in a DC nearby
the user-location.
Pros. Sage is independent of a data format, unlike JetStream,
and also performs aggregation operation.
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Cons. Sage is designed to work with a limited number of
DCs. The above-mentioned three stream processing frame-
works perform data analytics over multiple geo-distributed
sites, and the final computation is carried out at a single
site. In the context of a large-scale IoT system, many sensors
are widely distributed and send their expected results very
often, e.g., location tracking systems. However, the current
stream processing systems are not capable of handling
streaming from such a huge number of devices [129], [130].
G-cut. G-cut [107] proposed a way for allocating tasks in
stream processing systems, specifically, for graph process-
ing. Unlike Iridium that focuses on a general problem on a
particular implementation (Spark), G-cut focuses on graph
partitioning over multiple-DCs while minimizing inter-DC
bandwidth usages and achieving user-defined WAN usages
constraints. The algorithm consists of two phases: in the
first phase, a stream graph processing algorithm does graph
partitioning while satisfying the criteria of minimum inter-
DC traffic and regarding heterogeneous bandwidth among
DCs, and the second phase is used to refine the graph
partitioning obtained in the first phase.
4.1.3 SQL-style processing framework for pre-located geo-
distributed data
Geode. Geode [36] consists of three centralized components,
as follows: a central command layer, pseudo-distributed
measurement of data transfer, and a workload optimizer.
The main component of Geode is the central command
layer that receives SQL analytical queries from the user,
partitions queries to create a distributed query execution
plan, executes this plan over involving DCs, coordinates
data transfers between DCs, and collates the final output.
At each DC, the command layer interacts with a thin proxy
layer that facilitates data transfers between DCs and man-
ages a local cache of intermediate query results used for data
transfer optimization. The workload optimizer estimates the
current query plan or the data replication strategy against
periodically obtained measurements from the command
layer. These measurements are collected using the pseudo-
distributed execution technique. Geode is built on top of
Hive and uses less bandwidth than centralized analytics
in a Microsoft production workload, TPC-CH [131], and
Berkeley Big Data Benchmark [126].
Pros. Geode performs analytical queries locally at the data
site. Also, Geode provides a caching mechanism for storing
intermediate results and computing differences for avoiding
redundant transfers. The caching mechanism reduces the
data transfer for the given queries by 3.5 times.
Cons. Geode does not focus on the job completion time and
iterative machine learning workflows.
4.2 Frameworks for User-Located Geo-Distributed Big-
Data
In many cases, a single cluster is not able to process an entire
dataset, and hence, the input data is partitioned over several
clusters (possibly at different locations), having different
configurations. In addition, geo-replication becomes neces-
sary for achieving a higher level of fault-tolerance, because
services of a DC may be disrupted for a while [32], [132].
In this section, we review frameworks that distribute data
to geo-distributed clusters of different configurations, and
hence, a user can select machines based on CPU speed,
memory size, network bandwidth, and disk I/O speed
from different locations. Geo-replication also ensures that
a single DC will not be overloaded [111], [120]. A system
that distributes data to several locations must address the
following questions at the time of design:
1) How to store the input data, the intermediate data, and
the final results?
2) How to address shared data, data inter-dependencies,
and application issues [15], [111]?
3) How to schedule a task and where to place data? Answers
to these questions impact job completion time and the cost
significantly.
4) How to deal with task failures caused by using different
clouds of non-identical configurations?
In addition, these systems must address inherent questions,
i.e., how to efficiently aggregate the outputs of all the loca-
tions, how to deal with variable network bandwidth, and
how to achieve strong consistency? Further details about
geo-replication may be found in [133].
4.2.1 Geo-distributed batch processing MapReduce-based
systems for user-located geo-distributed data
HMR. Hierarchical MapReduce (HMR) [31] is a two-layered
programming model, where the top layer is the global
controller layer and the bottom layer consists of multiple
clusters that execute a MapReduce job; see Fig. 6. A MapRe-
duce job and data are submitted to the global controller, and
the job is executed by the clusters of the bottom layer. Specif-
ically, the global controller layer has three components, as
follows: (i) a job scheduler: partitions a MapReduce job
and data into several sub-jobs and subsets of the dataset,
respectively, and assigns each sub-job and a data subset to a
local cluster; (ii) a data manager: transfers map and reduce
functions, job configuration files, and a data subset to local
clusters; and (iii) a workload controller: does load balancing.
In the bottom layer, a job manager in a local cluster executes
an HMR daemon and a local MapReduce sub-job. When the
local sub-job is finished in a local cluster, the local cluster
moves the final outputs to one of the local clusters that
executes a global reducer for providing the final output.
Global controller layer
Job scheduler Data manager Workload controller
Job manager
HMR Deamon
M
M
M
R
R
Job manager
HMR Deamon
M
M
M
R
R
…
Cluster 1 Cluster n
Bottom layer
Fig. 6: Hierarchical MapReduce programming model.
Pros. HMR is a trivial framework for geo-distributed
MapReduce map-intensive jobs.
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Cons. HMR requires a full MapReduce job using the identity
mapper to be executed before the global reducer. HMR is
not efficient if intermediate data at different sites is huge
and needs to be transferred to the global reducer, which is
at a single site, resulting in the network bottleneck. In HMR,
we also need to explicitly install a daemon on each one of
the DCs.
A simple extension to HMR is proposed in [134], where
the authors suggested to consider the amount of data to be
moved and the resources required to produce the final out-
put at the global reducer. However, like HMR, this extension
does not consider heterogeneous inter-DC bandwidth and
available resources at the clusters. Another extension to both
the systems is provided in [135], where the authors included
clusters’ resources and different network link capacity into
consideration.
Resilin. Resilin [34] provides a hybrid cloud-based MapRe-
duce computation framework. Resilin; see Fig. 7, imple-
ments Amazon Elastic MapReduce (EMR) [136] interface
and uses the existing Amazon EMR tools for interacting
with the system. In particular, Resilin allows a user to
process data stored in a cloud with the help of other clouds’
resources. In other words, Resilin partitions data as per the
number of available clouds and moves data to those sites,
which perform the computation and send the partial out-
puts to the source site. Resilin implements four services, as
follows: (i) a provision service for starting or stopping virtual
machines (VM) for Hadoop; (ii) a configuration service for
configuring VMs; (iii) an application service for handling job
flow; and (iv) a frontend service for implementing Amazon
EMR API and processing users’ requests.
Frontend service
Provision service Configuration service Application service
Hadoop and HDFS or EMR and S3
Job submission
Fig. 7: Resilin architecture.
Pros. Resilin provides a way for exploiting the best available
public resources. The major advantage of Resilin over EMR
is that users can dynamically handle VMs as per needs, se-
lect different types of VMs, operating systems, and Hadoop
versions.
Cons. Resilin cannot be directly implemented to process geo-
distributed data and requires further enhancements, which
are not presented in [34]. Resilin does not provide data secu-
rity by dealing with data sensitivity that can be explored in a
hybrid setting. The next hybrid cloud based system handles
data sensitivity and provides a secure solution.
SEMROD. SEMROD [122] first finds sensitive and non-
sensitive data and sends non-sensitive data to public clouds.
Private and public clouds execute the map phase. In order to
hide, some keys that are required by the private cloud, the
public cloud sends all the outputs of the map phase to the
private cloud only in the first iteration. The private cloud
executes the reduce phase only on sensitive key records
and ignores non-sensitive keys. For example, let k1 and
k2 are two keys at the public cloud, and k2 also exists at
the private cloud. The public cloud will send 〈key , value〉
pairs of k1 and k2 to the private cloud that will perform
the reduce phase only on k1. Public clouds, also, execute the
reduce phase on all the outputs of the map phase. At the
end, a filtering step removes duplicate entries, created by
the transmission of the public mappers’ outputs.
Pros. By storing sensitive data in the private cloud, SEMROD
provides a secure execution and performs efficiently if the
non-sensitive data is smaller than the sensitive data. Note
that SEMROD is not the first hybrid cloud solution for
MapReduce computations based on data sensitivity. Hy-
brEx [137], Sedic [138], and Tagged-MapReduce [139] are
also based on data sensitivity. However, they are not secure
because during the computation they may leak information
by transmitting some non-sensitive data between the private
and the public cloud, and this is the reason we do not in-
clude HybrEx, Sedic, and Tagged-MapReduce in this survey.
Cons. The transmission of the whole outputs of the map
phase to the private cloud is the main drawback of SEM-
ROD. If only a few keys are required at the private cloud,
then it is useless to send entire public side outputs to the
private cloud.
HOG. Hadoop on the Grid (HOG) [29] is a geo-distributed
and dynamic Hadoop framework on the grid. HOG accesses
the grid’s resources in an opportunistic manner, i.e., if
users do not own resources, then they can opportunistically
execute their jobs, which can be preempted at any time
when the resource owner wants to execute a job. HOG
is executed on the top of Open Science Grid (OSG) [140],
which spans over 109 sites in the United States and consists
of approximately 60,000 CPU cores. HOG has the following
components:
1) Grid submission and execution component. This component
handles users’ requests, allocation and deallocation of the
nodes on the grid, which is done by transferring a small-
sized Hadoop executables package, and the execution of
a MapReduce job. Further, this component dynamically
adds or deletes nodes according to an assigned job re-
quirement.
2) HDFS. HDFS is deployed across the grid. Also, due to
preemption of tasks, which results in a higher node fail-
ure, the replication factor is set to 10. A user submits data
to a dedicated node using the grid submission component
that distributes the data in the grid.
3) MapReduce-based framework. This component executes
MapReduce computations across the grid.
Pros. HOG (and the following two grid-based systems)
consider that a single DC is distributed across multiple
DCs while the previously reviewed frameworks support
multiple DCs collaborating for a task.
Cons. The multi-cluster HOG processing is only for fault-
tolerance; however, there is no real multi-cluster processing
in HOG so that no parallel processing, and hence, no neces-
sity for aggregating the site outputs.
KOALA grid-based system. Ghit et al. [33] provided a
way to execute a MapReduce computation on KOALA
grid [141]. The system has three components, as shown
in Fig. 8, MapReduce-Runner, MapReduce-Launcher, and
MapReduce-Cluster-Manager.
MapReduce-Runner. MapReduce-Runner interacts with a
user, KOALA resource manager, and the grid’s physical re-
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Fig. 8: A multi-cluster MapReduce architecture based on
KOALA grid scheduler.
sources via MapReduce-Launcher. It deploys a MapReduce
cluster on the grid with the help of MapReduce-Launcher
and monitors parameters such as the total number of (real)
MapReduce jobs, the status of each job, and the total number
of map and reduce tasks. MapReduce-Runner designates
one node as the master node and all the other nodes as
slave nodes.
MapReduce-Launcher. MapReduce-Launcher is responsi-
ble for configuring a distributed file system on the
grid resources and a compute framework. In addition,
MapReduce-Launcher executes an assigned job on the grid
and turns off the cluster after the execution.
MapReduce-Cluster-Manager. MapReduce-Cluster-Manager
is a central entity, which stays in the scheduler site for
maintaining the grid, metadata of each MapReduce cluster.
MapReduce-Cluster-Manager is also responsible for grow-
ing or shrinking the nodes in a cluster, with the help of the
KOALA Information System module.
Pros. KOALA grid-based system provides scheduling of
multiple jobs as a part of single MapReduce instances [142].
Also, it provides a way for performance, data, failure and
version isolation in the grid settings.
Cons. KOALA grid-based system and the previous systems,
HOG, are dependent on a special grid architecture. Also, the
practicality of these systems in the context of public clouds
is not known.
HybridMR. HybridMR [15] allows a MapReduce job on
a desktop grid and cloud infrastructures simultaneously.
HybridMR consists of two layers, as follows: (i) a service
layer that allows data scheduling, job scheduling, metadata
storage, and database storage to a new distributed file sys-
tem, called HybridDFS; (ii) a resource layer that contains reli-
able cluster nodes and many unreliable volunteer/desktop
nodes. A user uploads MapReduce jobs and data into Hy-
bridMR. The data scheduler assigns data to cloud nodes
and desktop nodes on which jobs are scheduled by the job
scheduler.
Pros. Unlike KOALA grid-based system and HOG, Hy-
bridMR provides a way to execute a job on the cloud as
well as on the grid.
Cons. Resilin, KOALA grid-based system, HOG, and Hy-
bridMR execute a MapReduce job using a modified version
of the standard Hadoop on grid systems in an opportunistic
manner, which a challenging task, because resource seizing
may delay the entire job. In addition, all the grid-based sys-
tems, such as mentioned above, suffer from inherited limi-
tations of a grid, e.g., accounting and administration of the
grid, security, pricing, and a prior knowledge of resources.
Moreover, the grid-based systems include new nodes during
computations. However, adding nodes without data local-
ity during the execution may reduce the job performance,
resulting in no gain from inter-DC scaling [143].
4.2.2 Geo-distributed stream processing frameworks for
user-located geo-distributed data
In order to give a flavor of stream processing in user-located
geo-distributed data, we include Photon [116] that is not
built on top of Apache Spark.
Google’s Photon. Google’s Photon [116] is a highly scalable
and very low latency system, helping Google Advertising
System. Photon works on exactly-once semantics (that is
only one joined tuple is produced) and handles automatic
DC-level fault-tolerance.
Photon performs equijoin between a primary table
(namely, the query event that contains query id, ads id,
and ads text) and a foreign table (namely, the click event
that contains click id, query id, and user clicked
log information). Both the tables are copied to multi-
ple DCs. Any existing streaming-based equijoin algorithm
cannot join these two tables, because a click can only be
joined if the corresponding query is available. In reality, the
query needs to occur before the corresponding click, and
that fact is not always true in the practical settings with
Google, because the servers generating clicks and queries
are not located at a single DC.
An identical Photon pipeline is deployed in multiple
DCs, and that works independently without directly com-
municating with other pipelines. Each pipeline processes
all the clicks present in the closest DCs and tries to join
the clicks with the query based on the query id. Each
pipeline keeps retrying until the click and query are joined
and written to an IdRegistry, which guarantees that each
output tuple is produced exactly once.
Google’s Mesa [94], Facebook’s Puma, Swift, and Sty-
lus [144] are other industry deployed stream processing dis-
tributed frameworks. A brief survey of general approaches
for building high availability stream processing systems
with challenges and solutions (Photon, F1, and Mesa) is
presented in [145].
4.2.3 SQL-style processing framework for user-located
geo-distributed data
Google’s Spanner. Google’s Spanner [146] is a globally-
distributed data management system. In [37], database as-
pects, e.g., distributed query execution in the presence of
sharding/resharding, query restarts upon transient failures,
and range/index extraction, of Spanner are discussed.
In Spanner, table interleaving is used to keep tables in the
database, i.e., rows of two tables that will join based on a
joining attribute are kept co-located, and then, tables are
partitioned based on the key. Each partition is called a shard
that is replicated to multiple locations.
A new type of operation is introduced, called Distributed
Union that fetches results from all the shard according to
a query. However, performing the distributed union before
executing any other operations, e.g., scan, filter, group by,
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join, and top-k, will cause to read multiple shards, which
may not participate in the final output. Hence, all such op-
erators are pushed to the table before the distributed union,
which takes place at the end to provide the final answer.
Three different mechanisms of index or range retrieval are
given, as follows: distribution range extraction, seek range
extraction, and lock range extraction.
A recent paper [147] carries the same flavor of the
hybrid cloud computation, discussed in §4.2.1, and suggests
a general framework for executing SQL queries, specifically,
select, project, join, aggregation, maximum, and minimum,
while not revealing any sensitive data to the public cloud
during the computation.
5 DATA TRANSFER SYSTEMS/ALGORITHMS
We reviewed G-MR (§4.1.1) that finds the best way only
for inter-cloud data transfer, but not based on real-time pa-
rameters. Tudoran et al. [8] and Gadre et al. [115] proposed
a data management framework for efficient data transfer
among the clouds, where each cloud holds monitoring, data
transfers, and decision management agents. The monitoring
agent monitors the cloud environment such as available
bandwidth, throughput, CPU load, I/O speed, and memory
consumption. The decision agent receives the monitored
parameters and generates a real-time status of the cloud
network and resources. Based on the status, the decision
agent finds a directed/multi-hop path for data transfer from
the source to the destination. The transfer agent performs
the data transfers and exploits the network parallelism.
ViNe [103] is the only system that offers end-to-end secure
connectivity among the clusters executing MapReduce jobs.
Volley. Volley [111] is a 3-phase iterative algorithm that
places data across geo-distributed DCs. A cloud submits its
logs to Volley that analyzes the logs using SCOPE [148],
a scalable MapReduce-based platform, for efficient data
transfer. Volley also includes real-time parameters, such
as capacity and cost of all the DCs, latency among DCs,
and the current data item location. The current data item
location helps in identifying whether the data item requires
movement or not. In phase 1, data is placed according to
users’ IP addresses at locations as closest as possible to
the user. However, the data locations as a consequence of
phase 1 are not the best in terms of closeness to the actual
user’s location. Hence, in phase 2, data is moved to the
closest and best locations to the user via a MapReduce-based
computation. Phase 3 is used to satisfy the DC capacity
constraint, and if a DC is overloaded, then some data items
that are not frequently accessed by the user are moved to
another closest DC.
Pros. Volley can be used in optimizing automatic data
placement before a computation execution using any above-
mentioned frameworks in §4.2.
Cons. Volley does not consider bandwidth usage [149], un-
like JetStream [35].
Apache Flume. Apache Flume [150] is a distributed, reli-
able, scalable and available service for efficiently collecting,
aggregating, and moving a large amount of log data from
various sources to a centralized data store — HDFS or
HBase. However, it should be noted down that Flume is
a general-purpose data collection service, which can be used in
geo-distributed settings. An event is the basic unit of the data
transported inside Flume. Events and log data are generated
at different log servers that have Flume agents, see Fig. 9.
Flume agents transfer data to intermediate nodes, called
collectors. The collector aggregates data and pushes this
data to a centralized data store. Flume provides guaranteed
data delivery and stores data in a buffer when the rate of
incoming data exceeds the rate at which data can be written
to the destination [151].
Flume 
Agent
Flume 
Agent
Flume 
Agent
Collector
Collector
HDFS
Fig. 9: Apache Flume.
6 SCHEDULING IN GEO-DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS
In this section, we present some methods/architectures
that preprocess a job before deploying it over distributed
locations to find the best way for data distribution and/or
the best node for the computation. The main idea of the
following methods is in reducing the total amount of data
transfer among DCs. Note that the following methods work
offline and do not provide a way for executing a geo-
distributed job on top of Hadoop/Spark, unlike systems in
§4.2 that execute a job and may handle such offline tasks
too.
6.1 Scheduling for Geo-distributed MapReduce-based
Systems
WANalytics. WANalytics [2] preprocesses a MapReduce job
before its real implementation and consists of two main
components, as follows:
Runtime analyzer: executes user’s job directed acyclic graph
(DAG), which is about job execution flow, in a distributed
way across DCs. The runtime analyzer finds a physical plan
that specifies where does each stage of the job to be executed
and how will data be transferred across DCs. The runtime
layer consists of a centralized coordinator, only with one DC
that interacts with all the other DCs. Users submit a DAG
of jobs to the coordinator that asks the workload analyzer to
provide a physical distributed execution plan for the DAG.
Workload analyzer: continuously monitors and optimizes the
user’s DAG and finds a distributed physical plan according
to the DAG. The plan is determined in a manner that
minimizes the total bandwidth usage by considering DC
locations and data replication factor. Cons. Unlike Iridium,
WANalytics does not consider the network bandwidth and
job latency, and only focuses on the amount of data transfer
among DCs. In addition, WANalytics is not designed to
handle iterative machine learning workflows [152].
Shuffle-aware data pushing. Heintz et al. [14] suggested
shuffle-aware data pushing at the map phase. It finds all
those mappers that affect the job completion in a DC, and
hence, rejects those mappers for a new job. In other words,
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the algorithm selects only mappers that can execute a job
and shuffle the intermediate data under a time constraint.
Mappers are selected based on monitoring the most recent
jobs. The algorithm is presented for a single DC and can be
extended to geo-distributed settings.
Cons. It is assumed that the same mappers have appeared
in previous jobs; otherwise, it is hard to have a prior knowl-
edge of mappers.
Reseal. Reseal [114] considers a bi-objective scheduling
problem for scheduling response-critical (RC) tasks and
best effort (BE) tasks. Each task is associated with a utility
function that provides a value, which is a function of the
task’s slow down. A task’s value is initially set to be high,
and then, decreases over time if the task is delayed. Two
approaches are suggested for allocating RC tasks, as follows:
(i) Instant-RC: refers to the scheduling of a RC task over
many BE tasks on the arrival the RC task. In other words,
a RC task is allocated to have an identical throughput as
it would achieve in the absence of any BE task in the
system; (ii) Threshold-RC: refers to the scheduling of a RC
task according to its utility function. In other words, a RC
task is not allocated on its arrival, but scheduled in a manner
that it finishes with a slowdown according to its utility
function.
Pros. Reseal is the first approach for dealing with realtime
scheduling and regarding the network bandwidth in terms
of BE transfers in the context of geo-distributed computa-
tions.
Error-bound vs staleness-bound algorithms. In [153], the
authors considered the problem of adaptive data movement
satisfying the timeliness vs accuracy under bandwidth lim-
itations and presented two online algorithms: error-bound
and staleness-bound algorithms. These algorithms are based
on 2-levels of caching. The error-bound algorithm allows
the insertion of new values to the second-level cache, and
the values from the second-level cache are moved to the
first-level cache when their aggregate values exceed the
error constraint. In contrast, the staleness-bound algorithm
dynamically finds the ranking of the second-level cache
values by their (estimated) initial prefix error, and then,
defines the first-level cache to comprise the top values from
the second-level cache. Both the cache-based algorithms
does not answer the following questions: (i) how to define
the size of the cache, is it application dependent or not? (ii)
how do the cache-based algorithms handle a huge amount
of streaming data in an IoT environment, do the algorithms
sustain any progressive computation on data or not.
Rout. Jayalath and Eugster [82] extended Pig Latin [87],
called Rout, by introducing geo-distributed data structures
and geo-distributed operations. The authors suggest that
before executing a geo-distributed job, it is beneficial to
analyze the job, thereby the data transfer among DCs is
reduced. A Rout program maximizes job parallelization
by generating a set of MapReduce jobs and determines
optimal points in the execution for performing inter-DC
copy operations. A Rout program generates a MapReduce
dataflow graph, like Pig Latin, and analyzes it for finding
points, i.e., which DCs will perform inter-DC data transfer
and to where. Based on the points, the dataflow graph
is annotated, and then, an execution plan is generated to
consider dynamic runtime information and transfer data to
not overloaded DCs.
Pros. Rout reduces the job completion time down to half,
when compared to a straightforward schedule.
Meta-MapReduce. Meta-MapReduce [30] reduces the
amount of data required to transfer between different lo-
cations, by transferring essential data for obtaining the
result. Meta-MapReduce regards the locality of data and
mappers-reducers and avoids the movement of data that
does not participate in the final output. Particularly, Meta-
MapReduce provides an algorithmic way for computing
the desired output using metadata (which is exponentially
smaller than the original input data) and avoids uploading
the whole data. Thus, Meta-MapReduce enhances the stan-
dard MapReduce and can be implemented into the state-of-
the-art MapReduce systems, such as Spark, Pregel [22], or
modern Hadoop.
Pros. A MapReduce job can be enhanced by sampling lo-
cal data, which cannot be used for future analysis. How-
ever, designing good sampling algorithms is hard. Meta-
MapReduce does not need any sampling, and hence, has a
wide applicability.
Zhang el al. [11] provided prediction-based MapReduce
job localization and task scheduling approaches. The au-
thors perform a sub-cluster-aware scheduling of jobs and
tasks. The sub-cluster-aware scheduling finds sub-clusters
that can finish a MapReduce job efficiently. The decision is
based on several parameters such as the execution time of
the map phase, the execution time of a DC remote map task,
percentage of remote input data, number of map tasks in
the job, and number of map slots in a sub-cluster.
Li et al. [154] provided an algorithm for minimizing the
shuffle phase inter-DC traffic by considering both data and
task allocation problems in the context of MapReduce. The
algorithm finds DCs having higher output to input ratio and
poor network bandwidth, and hence, move their data to a
good DC. Note that the difference between this algorithm
and Iridium [10] is in considering an underlying framework.
Chen et al. [105] also provided a similar algorithm and
showed that the data local computations are not always best
in a geo-distributed MapReduce job.
6.2 Scheduling for Geo-distributed Spark-based Sys-
tems
Pixida. Pixida [5] is a scheduler that minimizes data move-
ment across resource constrained inter-DC links. Silos are
introduced as the main topology. Silo considers each node
of a single location as a super-node in a task-level graph.
The edges between the super-nodes show the bandwidth
between them. Hence, Pixida considers that sending data to
a node within an identical silo is preferable than sending
data to nodes in remote silos. Further, a variation of the
min-k cut problem is used to assign tasks in a silo graph.
Flutter. The authors suggested a scheduling algorithm,
Flutter [102], for MapReduce and Spark. This algorithm
is network-aware and finds on-the-fly job completion time
based on available compute resources, inter-DC bandwidth,
and the amount of data in different DCs. At the time of the
final computation assignment, Flutter finds a DC that results
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in the least amount of data transfer and having most of the
inputs that participate in the final output.
Lazy optimal algorithm. Lazy optimal algorithm [110] con-
siders a tradeoff between the amount of inter-DCs data and
staleness. Lazy optimal algorithm is based on two algo-
rithms, as follows: (i) traffic optimality algorithm: transfers
exactly one update to the final computational site for each
distinct key that arrived in a specified time window, and
(ii) eager optimal algorithm: transfers exactly one update
for each distinct key immediately after the last arrival for
that key within a specified time window. The lazy optimal
algorithm makes a balance between the two algorithms and
transfers updates at the last possible time that would still
provide the optimal value of staleness. As a major advan-
tage, the lazy optimal algorithm considers several factors
such as the network bandwidth usage, data aggregation,
query execution, and response latency, and extends Apache
Storm [80] for supporting efficient geo-distributed stream
analytics [129].
6.3 Resource Allocation Mechanisms for Geo-
Distributed Systems
Awan. Awan [1] provides a resource lease abstraction for
allocating resources to individual frameworks. In other
words, Awan is a system that does not consider underlying
big-data processing frameworks when allocating resources.
Awan consists of four centralized components, as follows: (i)
file master, (ii) node monitor, (iii) resource manager, which
provides the states of all resources for different frameworks,
and (iv) framework scheduler, which acquires available
resources using a resource lease mechanism. The resource
lease mechanism provides a lease time to each resource in
which resources are only used by the framework scheduler
during the lease only, and after the lease time, the resource
must be vacated by the framework scheduler.
Ghit et al. [33] provided three policies for dynamically
resizing a distributed MapReduce cluster. As advantages,
these policies result in less reconfiguration costs and handle
data distribution in reliable and fault-tolerant manners.
• Grow-Shrink Policy. It is a very simple policy that main-
tains a ratio of the number of running tasks (map and
reduce tasks) and the number of available slots (map and
reduce slots). Based on the ratio, the system adds (or
removes) nodes to (or from) the cluster.
• Greedy-Grow Policy. This policy suggests adding a node to
a cluster in a greedy manner. However, all the resources
are added regardless of the cluster utilization.
• Greedy-Grow-with-Data Policy. This policy adds core
nodes, unlike the previous policy that adds only transient
nodes. Hence, on resource availability, the node is config-
ured for executing TaskTracker. However, the policy does
not consider cluster shrink requests.
Ghit et al. [155] extended the above-mentioned policies
by accounting dynamic demand (job, data, and task), dy-
namic usage (processor, disk, and memory), and actual per-
formance (job slowdown, job throughput, and task through-
put) analysis when resizing a MapReduce cluster.
Gadre et al. [25] provided an algorithm for assigning the
global reduce task, thereby the data transfer is minimal. The
algorithm finds the answer to the questions such as when
to start the reduce phase for a job, where to schedule the
global reduce task, which DC is holding a major part of
partial outputs that participate in the final output, and how
much time is required to copy outputs of DCs to a single (or
multiple) location for providing the final outputs? During
a MapReduce job execution, one of the DCs (working as
a master DC) monitors all the remaining DCs and keeps
the total size of outputs in each DC. Monitoring helps in
identifying the most prominent DC while scheduling the
global reduce phase.
Cons. The Awan and the above-mentioned three policies do
not answer a question: what will happen to a job if resources
are taken during the execution? Also, these mechanisms do
not provide a way for end-to-end overall improvement of
the MapReduce dataflow, load balancing, and cost-efficient
data movement [156]. Gadre et al. [25] optimizes the reduce
data placement according to map’s output location, which
might slow down the job due to the low bandwidth [26].
7 CONCLUDING REMARKS AND OPEN ISSUES
The classical parallel computing systems cannot efficiently
process a huge amount of massive data, because of less re-
siliency to faults and limited scalability of systems. MapRe-
duce, developed by Google in 2004, provides efficient, fault-
tolerant, and scalable large-scale data processing at a sin-
gle site. Hadoop and Spark were not designed for on-site
geographically distributed data processing; hence, all the
sites send their raw data to a single site before a compu-
tation proceeds. In this survey, we discussed requirements
and challenges in designing geo-distributed data processing
using MapReduce and Spark. We also discussed critical lim-
itations of using Hadoop and Spark in geo-distributed data
processing. We investigated systems under their advantages
and limitations. However, we did not find a system that can
provide a solution to all the mentioned challenges in §3.
Open issues. Based on this survey, we identified the fol-
lowing important issues and challenges that require further
research:
• Security and privacy. Most of the frameworks do not deal
with security and privacy of data, computation, data
transfer, or a deadline-constraint job. Hence, a major
challenge for a geo-computation is: how to transfer data
and computations to different locations in a secure and
privacy-preserving manner, how to trust the requested
computations, how to ensure security and privacy within
a cluster, and how to meet real-time challenges (recall
that we found that G-Hadoop [16], ViNE [103], and SEM-
ROD [122] provide an authentication mechanism, end-to-
end data transfer security, and sensitive data security in
the hybrid cloud, respectively).
• Fine-grain solutions. Most of the frameworks do not pro-
vide fine-grain solutions to different types of compati-
bilities. In reality, different clusters have different ver-
sions of software, hence, how will be a job executed
on different sites having non-identical implementations
of MapReduce, operating systems, data storage systems,
and security-privacy solutions.
• Global reducer. There are some solutions (e.g., G-
Hadoop [16] and HMR [31]) that require a global reducer
at a pre-defined location. However, the selection of a
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global reducer has been considered separately while it
directly affects the job completion time. Hence, a global
reducer may be selected dynamically while respecting
several real-time parameters [25]. Though not each site
sends its complete datasets, there still exists open ques-
tions to deal with, e.g., should all the DCs send their
outputs to a single DC or to multiple DCs that eventually
converge, should a DC send its complete output to a
single DC or partition its outputs and send them to
multiple DCs, and what are the parameters to select a
DC to send outputs.
• A wide variety of operations. The existing work proposes
frameworks that allow a limited set of operations. How-
ever, it is necessary to find answers to the following ques-
tion: how to perform many operations like the standard
MapReduce on a geographically distributed MapReduce-
based framework. Also, we did not find a system that
can process secure SQL-queries on geo-distributed data,
except in [147], but they focus on the hybrid cloud and
store a significant amount of non-sensitive data in the
private cloud too.
• Job completion time and inter-DC transfer. Most reviewed
frameworks do not deal with the job completion time. In
a geo-distributed computation, the job completion time is
affected by distance and the network bandwidth among
DCs, the outputs at each DC, and the type of applications.
Iridium [10] and JetStream [35] handle job completion
time. However, there is no other framework that jointly
optimizes job completion time and inter-DC transfer
while regarding variable network bandwidth, which is
considered in JetStream [35] and WANalytics [2]. Thus,
there is a need to design a framework that optimizes
several real-time parameters and focuses on the job com-
pletion time. In addition, the system must dynamically
learn and decide whether the phase-to-phase or the end-
to-end job completion time is crucial? Answering this
question may also require us to find straggling mappers
or reducers in the partial or entire computation [13], [14].
• Consistency and performance. A tradeoff is evident between
consistency and performance, for example, if a job is
distributed over different locations such as in bank trans-
actions. It is required in a geo-distributed computation
to have consistent outputs while maximizing the system
performance. In order to ensure the output consistency,
the distributed components must be in coordination or
more appropriately the WAN links must be in coordi-
nation. However, achieving coordination is not a trivial
task and would certainly incur significant performance
overhead in return [157].
• Geo-distributed IoT data processing. We reviewed a sufficient
number of stream processing systems. Evidently, there
is a huge opportunity in developing real-time stream
processing systems for IoT. In an IoT environment, data
gathering and real-time data analysis are two prime
concerns because of several data outsourcing (sensor)
devices, which send small data (e.g., GPS coordinates) vs
large data (e.g., surveillance videos) possibly at a very
high speed. However, the current stream processing sys-
tems are not able to handle such a high-velocity data [158]
and require explicit ingestion corresponding to an under-
lying system [159]. Hence, the existing systems in a geo-
distributed IoT system cannot support multiple platforms
and underlying databases. In such an environment, it
would be interesting to find a way to implement existing
popular stream processing systems such as Spark, Flink,
and decide how and when to transmit data, which types
of algorithms will work regarding small vs large data,
how much resources are required at the cloud or edge
servers, what would be data filtering criteria, how to
maintain privacy of entities, and which DC should be
selected for the next level processing.
• Geo-distributed machine learning. Machine learning (ML)
provides an ability to analyze and build models from
large-scale data. Specifically, ML helps in classifica-
tion, recommender systems, clustering, frequent item-
sets, pattern mining, collaborative filtering, topic models,
graph analysis, etc. There are some famous ML sys-
tems/libraries, e.g., Apache Mahout [160], MLlib [161],
GraphLab [162], and Google’s TensorFlow [163]. How-
ever, all these systems deal with only a single DC ML
computations. To the best of our knowledge, there are
two systems/algorithms, Gaia [164] and [152], for per-
forming geo-distributed ML computations. These systems
regard variable network bandwidth, and Gaia does not
require to change an ML algorithm to be executed over
geo-locations. However, we still need to explore a wide
variety of geo-distributed ML algorithms in the context
of security, privacy, extending MLlib and Mahout to be
able to work on geo-distributed settings.
In short, we can conclude that geo-distributed big-data
processing is highly dependent on the following five factors:
task assignment, data locality, data movement, network
bandwidth, and security and privacy. However, currently,
we are not aware of any system that can jointly optimize
all of these factors. In addition, while designing a geo-
distributed system, one should memorize the lesson from
the experience of Facebook’s teams: the system should “not
just on the ease of writing applications, but also on the ease of
testing, debugging, deploying, and finally monitoring hundreds
of applications in production” [144].
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